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ABSTRACT 

One of lit" JJl<>:>l i"flu"ntial f,dU'l""'od, ,, for lite "tudy of pe'''''p
lion has been James J. Gibson's ecological approach. This approach 
is noi a theory, but a melatheory, of ho ..... we perceive and under
stand the \\TOrld around us through our senses. As a melalhoory it 
dissolves old problems and creatl'S new ones, fostering neW ways 10 

think about perception and creating 00 ..... antinomies 10 ponder. 
This essay outlines the successes of the approach, SOme of its ne ..... 
problems, and traces so:ne of its more and less fruilfulleads. 

The ancient problem of .pace perception became my burden. It was 
worrisome, for, as [ gradually came 10 realize, nothing of any practical 
value was known by psychologists aboulthe perception of motion, or of 
locomotion in ~pau" or of spact' itself (Gibson, 1967, p. 133). 
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With this autobiographical sta tement James J. Gibson described the 
Lunu",lrum th" t faLw him IIlOl'e tha" 25 years earlier, in 1941, while se-rv
ing in the Aviation Psychology Program of the United States Anny Air 
Corps. Early optimism changed to d isappointment as Gibson reflected on 
the practical applicability of nearly 100 years of research in perception. 
Why? 

Observers in typical perceptual experiments before (and indeed long 
after) Gibson's lament could not do what people do everyday. They could 
not ex.plore what they saw, and Ihey could nol act directly on the basis of 
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what they saw. Such experimental viewing conditions often offer no envi
ronmental background to frame the stimuli, and no visible rationale for 
their motion; s timuli were disembodied without earthly context. Thus, 
Gibson quickly learned that the results of such scientific studies were not 
typically useful for understanding how pilots fly ai rcraft. Indeect Gibson 
came to doubt if they were useful fOT any practical perceptual task and for 
the next 35 years proposed that a completely new psychology of percep
tion was necessary. 

"THE ANCIENT PROBLEM'" 

Any ~ancien t problem" deserves respect. Such problems ate well-worn, 
complex, broad, deep, and resist theoretical solution. Any contemporary 
theory of perception which proposes a solution to one of these will almost 
certainly fall well shorl of its goal. Rather than proposing solutions, 
then, Gibson proposed new ways of thinking about such problems. He cre
ated a metatheory. Not surprisingly, theoretical problems about percep-
tion remained but they were new problems, or at least new versions of old 
ones, and therein lay the fruitfulness of Gibson's approach. 

The particular ancient problem impressed on Gibson by the war effort 
was the problem of "space perception" most generally, and "depth pcr
ceptionN in particular. Its ancient configuration suggested 10 Gibson that 
psychological experiments were not alone in failing to address practical 
questions about perception, space, and depth. The received tradition in 
philosophy elaboratoo from the Greeks discussed the concept of space and 
how it was perceived: Since the retina of any eye is locally tw(Kiimen
sional and since the world around us three-dimensional, space and depth 
must be reconstructed from fragments of information (typically called 
"cues") projected on the retina. The means of reconstruction might be 
learned, or they might be inborn. 

After grappling with it for many years, Gibson eventually found this 
traditional account confused and without practical merit: 

Psychologists were trying to apply the theory of depth J"""<.""PIion to the 
problems of aviation, espt'Cially the problem of how a flier lands an 
airplane. Pilots were gi~n tests for depth perception ... The trouble was 
that none of these tests based on the cues for depth predicted the suc
cess or failure of a student pilot, and l\Qne of the propo..,ls for improv
ing depth perception by training made it any easier to learn to fly. I was 
deeply puzzled by this fact (Gibson, 1979, pp. 147, 148). 
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NOT SPACE,. DEPTH, AND CUES 
BUT LA Your, SURFACES, AND THE OPTICAL ARRAY 

Gibson recognized he could not solve the problem of depth perception, 
so he chose not to try. Instead, he tried to dissolve it. showing its premises 
iIl-conceivcd: 

The notion of space of three dimensions with three axes for Cartesian 
coordinates was a great convenience for mathematics ... but [isl an ab
straction that [has] very little to do .. ith actual pe.repcion (Gibson, 1979, 
p. 148). 

With a penchant for linguistic analysis of terms ba5ed on their meaning in 
everyday usages Gibson noted that to speak of "space perception~ and 
"depth percepn n was loose talk. We do not see either space or depth. 
Space is an empty vessel and is invisible; thus. space itself could never be 
perceivabh.·. And depth, but one mathematical dimension of space, is 
equally invisible and thus equally imperceivable. Ra ther than perceiv
ing space or depth. according to Gibson, we perceive surfaces revealed to 
us by reflected light. The layout of the I('xtures on those surfaces, their 
shading. and any cohen:nt " ...... tkm 111<11 UI<IY o,:cur lhell specify the struc
ture of the ground, the objects on it, and our position with respect to them. 

This layout is displayed in the opti"" flrrlly, the spherical projC'ction 
of light to a point (at which an eye might be located). Thus, except for 
the occasional transparent objC'cl, light coming ITom any local region of 
the optical array comes from a single object al a single depth value. lbat 
patch of light represen ts ambient renC'Ction from the objC'ct's surface, 
which is locally two-dim('nsional jus t as the retina is two-dimensional. 
The local orientation of a surface is typically different than the local 
orientation of t he retina, and the difference in orientation gives rise to 
texture gradients, changC'S in thl:! size, shape, and orientation of markings 
on the surface. 

This bokl and new account of Gibson's, however, has not dissolved all 
aspects of the "andent problem." Because most objC'cts are opaque and be
cause light travels in straight lines, ncarer objC'cts often interpose them
selves between the observer and the reflected light from fa rther objects. 
lbc layout of surfaces in the optical anay then shows abrupt discontinu
ities where the edge of a nearer objC'ct ends md the rev('aled surface of 
the farther object begins. Thus, there are abrupt discontinuities of depth 
in the optical array. In the traditional account of perception the existence 
of interposition is cail"" the cue of occlusion; in Gibson's account it is 
called an "occluding ooge. ~ This is a case where terms have changoo but 
the problem remains thl:! same. 
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How do we perccive the Ilmount of depth between an occluding edge 
and an occluded edge? Motion, particularly motion geJleratcd by the 
movement of the observer, may provide some information. Binocular par
allax may provide yet more. But more simply perhaps this problem, too, 
is ill-posed. Perhaps when perceiving the layout of oli'xts in depth we 
don't perceive metric relations. Perhaps we only perceive depth order
which object is nearer than another (Gibson, 1954a; see also Todd &. Re
ichel, 1989). Perhaps perceiving depth is not about perceiving IlmOllnt5 of 
depth. 

Spare and depth versus surface layout and ocduding edges aTe exam
ples the new ways of thinking Gibson gave us. Theoretical discussions of 
space, he would claim, led to little of practical value; theoretical discus
sions of layout, on the other hand, were proposed in the hope they would 
have considerable merit . And they have. In what other perceptual do
mains did Gibson have influence? And when> have they led us? 

BEYOND THE LEGAOES OF GIBSON 

Whereas Gibson's later work has profoundly shaped psychology, his 
earl ier work did not. For example, in the field of perception it reacted to 
(Gibson, 1929), then provisionally a<npted (Gibson &. Crooks, 1938), but 
finally roundly rejected (Gibson, 1951, 1971b) central aspects of Gestalt 
psychology. Gibson also tinkered with phenomena in other research ar
eas, such as adaptation effects (Gibson, 1933, 1937; Bergman &. Gibson, 
1959), learning theory (Gibson &: Hudson, 1935), memory rCSC<lrch (Gibson 
&: Raffel, 1938), and even social psychology (Gibson, 195Oa; see also Gib
son, 1967; Reed, 1988). 

None of these works, however, had the impact of his later perceptual 
research. and none of his empirical work in perception had the im pact of 
his mctatheory. Called by some "our one original, irreplaceable creative 
genius" (Resile, 1980, p. 291) Gibson wrote in his later years with "strange 
authOrity, merely stating his position rather than marshaling experi
mental evidenceH (Restle, 1980, p. 291). 

Gibson's "ecological approach" is best captured by a relatively small 
duster of ideas. Here I will focus on five: (I) the everyday surround, (2) 
functiona lism, (3l e"ploration and the interrelation of perception and ac
tion, (4) information and its adequacy for perception, and (5) the differ
ence between the perception of pictures and of objects in the everyday sur
round. Each of these ideas has been fruitful; each has led to new theoreti
cal inconsistencies with which he and his followers grappled. 
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THE ECOLOGICAL WORLO OF PERCEPTION: 
WHAT IS THE NATURE OF ITS ECOLOGY? 

Control .Jnd Phenomena 
The essent'P of ~menlation in any science is the control of indepen

dent variables in c rdeT to obseTve their effect on dependent variables. The 
essence of experimentation in perceptual psychology is the control of 
stimuli to observe their effects on what is perceived (see Cutting. 1991 d . 
But such control can create a metatheoretical tension, particularly in per
ceptual science. 

As NeisscT (1976) cffl.'CtivcJy suggested, there was something odd 
about the stimuli typically found in ItIt! experiments of pcr«ptual and 
cognitive psychology during the 3O-year period after World War II , and 
even the period before. Control became linked with brevity. Visual stim
uli in particular were so brief they came "very dose to not existing at all" 
(Neisser, 1976, p. 35) much less being representative of the "serious busi
ness of perceiving the world" (Gibson, 1971, p. 31). 

Surely. pleaded Ncisscr, we cannot generalize to everyday perceptual 
phenomena from phenomena unrepresentative of what occurs outside the 
laboratory. Such a plea, however, was not new. Indeed Raymond Dodge, 
inventor of the modem tachistoscope, made a similar statement: 

I nnd that the tendency to red~ the physical e:x:p05ur(! time 10 a min
imum wherever the aim is to pn-:sent an adequate eKposure of the 
simplest kind is a methodological miSl.lke, b.1S€'d on a psychophysical 
misconception. II introduces unusual condilions altogether foreign to 
the nalural fIXation piluS(.> and k>ads, or may well lead, to a d islOMcd 
analysis of the pl'O(e$se5 of apprehension; making the conclusions, in 
so far;1S they 1111' rekrn!d to normal perception. nol merely vllucless 
but fabe (Dodgc-. 1907, p. 32). 

Dodge and Ncisser thus warned us of a pernicious fact: ElCperimental 
control will QIWI1ys create perceptual phenomena. We must then always 
ask ourselves: Are these phenomena Important? Can we be assured they 
are more than epiphenomena in our laboratories? If we cannot, what is 
their worth? Such questions are worth asking, but there is also a common 
retort: If we relinquish control how arc we to study perception and still 
conduct fruitful elCperimental research? 

Ecology and Control 
Gibson offered a way to avoid the horns of this dilemma. He suggested 

we start not with the concept of control, but with the phenomena of ev
eryday perception in the ""tural envir()nmCnt. This theme was present in 
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his work as early as in Gibson and Crooks (1938), but is perhaps broadest 
and dearest in Gibson 0%6) where his presentation of the capabilities of 
all our senses focused on the needs and tasks common to us and our fore
bearers. It was from this appeal that Gibson fashioned his ecoiogical ap
prCUlch to perception. With the help of powerful computCTS to generate 
complex, controlled stimuli (Cutting, 19913), this approach has proven 
rich and empirically rigorous. 

The empirical foci of research embracing the ecological approach 
have focu5ed many phenomena relatively new to the empirical study of 
perception: on information available when we move through the envi
ronment (e.g., Gibson, 195Ob, 1958; then Lee, 1980; Warren, Morris, &: 
Kalish, 1988; Cutting, 1986; Cutting. Springer, Braren, &: Johnson, 1992). 
on the perception of events (e.g., Gibson, 1966; Gibson &: Kaushall, 1973; 
then Cutting, 1981; Pittenger &: Shaw, 1975; Warren &: Shaw, 1985); on 
the perception of surfaces (e.g., Gibson, 195Oc; then Cutting &: Millard, 
1984; Todd &: Reichel , 1989) and the utility of their layout around us 
(Warren, 1984; Mark, 1987); and on manual exploration (c.g., Gibson, 1962; 
then Burton &: Turvey, 1990; Barac-Cikoja &: Turvey, 1991; Chan &: Tur
vey, 1991). All these tasks areas seem fundamental and important, they 
seem "ecological,H and in no case has experimental control been sacrifirod. 

Which ecology? 
1nc underlying appeal of Gibson is to the ecology of the perceiver. But 

it is a particular ecology, deeply and fundamentally biologic/II. Gibson 
was most concerned about IliItural environments, not carpentered worlds. 
Perceptual errors are seen to be relatively uncommon in the natural world 
because of the close-knit relation between perceptual systems and the en
vironment they evolved within. To be sure, errors are thrust upon us occa
sionally, but they arise typically by dint of our technology (Gibson, 1979). 
Our inventions, such as large panes of glass, are omnipresent and can lead 
to serious injury if they arc not treated properly. They are new, and did 
not constrain our evolution. Place glass over a small chasm and, as they 
should, even the youngest viewers become wary (E. J. Gibson &: Walk, 
1960). 

The biological underpinnings of ecology in Gibson's ecological ap
proach contrasts with an earlier idea. The ecology of Brunswik (]943, 
1956), for example, is the surround of the perceiver. It is abiologicaJ, and 
based on per50lliIl experience molded by society. Perhaps at the end of the 
1950s, with the rise of information processing and its disinterest in con
text, the two ecologies seemed closely allied. Today they seem less so. 

TIle best-known tE'rm capturing the appeal to everyday phenomena is 
"ecological validity." But interestingly, this phrase came from Brunswik 



(1956).10 whom il was given by Lewin (see Brunswik, 1943, pp. 259 n., 267 
n. ). Thus, Ihe tenn was nol originally Gibson's although it is now wholly 
attributed to, and appropriated by, t~ who follow the ecological ap
proach. AI issue in the 19905, however, is that Gibson (1957, 1961) rejected 
Brunswik's ecology, but many of those who espouse the ecological ap
proach have nol. 

1be issue at stake may be seen clearest in a comparison betwC'en Gibson 
(1979) and Neisscr (1976). Despite similarities between these works and 
mutual acknowledgments by the authors, a stark contrast can be drawn. 
For Neisser, nothing would be more -ecological valid" than having a 
child sil in front of a television SCI; for Gibson. on the other hand, nothing 
would be less so. The television is an ever-present aspect of our 20th cen
tury environment, found in most homes in Western societies; bul the tele
vision is also a technological dcvkc u:;o. .... to pr~nL cinematic sequences or 
series of pictures, about which J will say more later. For Gibson (1979) pic
tures, moving or otherwise, are not perceived ~directly;'" and we did not 
evolve to look at lelevision. 

To be sure, evolution might be said torun in the reverse direction. There 
is a nontrivial sense in which televisions evolved to fit our visual sys
tems. However, such a statement is inadequate as a solution to the prob
lem. The geometric optics of televisions typically present to viewers not 
si tting directly in front of them a world which should be seen as contain
ing no rigid objects (Cutting. 1987, 1988, 1991b). Yet, of course, rigidity is 
seen more or less as it is in the outside envirorunent. 

Two houses 
Eeos means "house, ~ but when d iscussing ecology is i t the house in 

which we evoh'ed or the house which we have built? Therein lies a ten· 
sion between in all appeals to the ~nal1lralw world. 1be general character 
if not underlying nature of the textures, the surfaces, the spaces, and the 
lighting in the two "houses'" is quite different. In our manufactured sur
round the textures are much more regular, the surfaces much more planar 
or more regularly curved, the spaces much more Mgeometric," and the 
lighting more local, focal, and multidirectional than in our nonurhan, out· 
door surround. 

The problem of two (or even more) ecologies was recognj:red by Gibson, 
and recognized by those who follow the ecological approach (e.g. , 
Michaels &: Carelkl, 1981). Unfortunately, it is too often and too quick1y 
dismissed: 

It is a mimke to K'pMale the natural from the anifidal as if there were 
t"'"'O environments; anifacts have to be manufactured from natural sub
sta.n~. (t is also a mistake to separat. the cultural environment from 
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th..., naturalcnv;ronmenl, .. s if there were a world of menial products 
distinct from Ihe world of mat(>rial objects. There i5 only one world, 
hov.-evw divclW, and illl .. nimalslh-e in it ilhhough we human ilnimals 
ha"" alten.'d it tQ $\lit ourselves (Gibson,. 1919, p. 130). 

Such an answer does not suffice. TIle tension between the appeal to the 
two different "houses'" lies at the foundation of perception. If biology is to 
rule in perccption-and clearly there is a very important sense in which 
it must-then evolution plays the major role of selecting the properties of 
our peru-ptual systems, presumably over millennia and even larger 
epochs. If culture is to rule, then humankind invents and manufactures 
what is seen over the ooursc of a relatively few number of years, and evo
lution can play no role. 

To be more concrete, let me pervert Koffka's fa mous question in two 
ways (Koffka, 1935; see also Gibson, 1971b; Cutting. 1991c). First, Nwhy do 
we see certain biological, geological, chemical, and meteorological things 
as wp do?~ 1be answer can only be that our visual systems evolvccl in en
vironments containing such objects and events, and the forces of evolution 
played upon these systems generally selecting out the properties needed 
for survival. 

Second, Mwhy do we see architectural. technological, and graphical 
things as we do?" The answer here is much less clear. We did not evolve 
to sec these ob)ccts. Although there must be some relation between the 
structure of this second class of entities and the structure of the first, that 
relation is unknown and certainly worthy of further study. But because 
this class of artifacts is "manufactured from natural substances'" (Gibson, 
1979, p. 130) does not guarantee we will perceive tokens of artifactual 
class in the way we perceive tokens of the natural class. 

Ne\'ertheless, the appeal to nature, whether something that fash
ioned U5 or :5Omcthing thnt we fashion, has had deep an lasting impart on 
the field of perception. Moreover, the idea that the strucllJre and function 
of visual systems are lightly fit to tasks they must do everyday has al
ready been appropriated into other fields, particularly computer vision 
(MarT, 1981) in the form of ~oomputational theories." These are theories, 
not of computation per 5(', but about what needs to be computed. Everyday 
tasks seem to go\"CfTl the selection of such theories.. IndeEd, some computa
tional theories about extracting one's movement vector dUTing locomotion 
(Hildreth, 1992; Perrone, 1992) look like corresponding ecological theo
ries (Warren et a l., 1988). Thus, the ecological approach has been suffi
ciently fruitful that those espousing virtually no other tenets of Gibson of
ten wind up following in his tracks. 
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FUNCTIONALISM, BIOLOGY,AND TEOINOLOGY: 
AFFORDANCES AND THEIR CREATION 

Nowhere is the conflict between biological and cultural «'Ologies so 
clear as in the study of a/fordallcts. Affordances ill"(' a useful contrivance 
of Gibson's, coined and modified by him from Lewin's notion of Allf 
forderulIgscha'Qkt~' (Gibson, 1979, p. 138), Most simply, affordances arc 
offerings of potential actions-picking up, grasping. shaking. eating
which perceiver.> can carry out with objects (see also Turvey, 1992), TIley 
arc also the functionalist core of the ecological approach. 

Affordances aTC readily pcrceh-ed (Gibson, 1979), For example. one can 
readily see that a small slone is Ihrowablc and, upon hefting it, one can 
tell how far it might be thrown (Bingham. Schmidt, & Rosenblum, 1989); 
one can see that a surface whose height is between onc's knees and one's 
hips is sit-on-ablc (Mark, 1987); and onc can see that a vertically uniform 
aperture a bit wider than one's shoulders is pass-through-able (Warren & 
Whang.. 198n. 

But p lainly one can also see that a piece of paper affords a nearly un
countable number of actions (Cutting.. 1982), as I will discuss later; and 
that the handles on most doors afford opening.. but in many modem build
ings they occasionally afford only confusion and bewilderment (Norman. 
1988, 1992).1 Modem technological obje<:ts are either multiply affording or 
they afford things that didn ' t exist before; indeed, o ne can say the 
driving force of invention is to increase the number of affordances around 

'" There is a deep and important sense in which the concept of affordance 
is mort applicable to artifacts than to natural kinds. Moreover, I predict 
that future systematic study of affordanres is likely to create further rift 
between the two ecologies-the biological and the cultural- within the 
ecological approach. But such a tension only highlights the fruitfulness 
o f the overall approach; it leads researchers and theorists to new venues 
with new ideas and tocncountel' new problems. 

1 NQr=n's (19138, p. 219) It(C'OOnt of the biologk.llfrultural «>nflkt in affordanc:es is p.>r_ 
ticulMly telling: 

TlIo l'I0II,,,, oi a/fordancr and. lh< Inoif;hl> ;, J"O"I<Ia oriSi""ted with J. j. Ciboon.. I "ooIWve ""'t ~ _lII, from 1M .....,,1<11 ;""''l''''''1lan oi thing., _ "" OW' ,..., AAowI
odg: and ~xp<rien<t- applif<l to our p".rtpbtw. d lhlnp abou, .... My ,'I<w ;. __ N' In 

<aIfIi<t "'ill> tho,~ o( ....... y Qbo<><Uan poyddogbto. bu, \his In""'" _ ... withln.......s. 
.... po) cboIug.v b of UIlI< _____ ....... 

ThUS. for Cli>oon afforci.>na.'5 ha'", a bWlogic>U origUt, for Norman they hay. a cultural ""e. 
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PERCEPTION AND ACTION: 
ISN'T THERE SOMETHING MORE TO PERCEPTION 

THAN WHAT OCCURS IN EXPLORATION1 

Another pre-eminenl theme in Gibson's work concerns the relation be
tween perception and action. In essence, acrording to Gibson. we perceive 
things which offer action, that action allows us to perceive anew, we act 
again, and so forth. This idea was apparent in Gibson (195Ob). but system
atically broached only la ter (Gibson, 1958) when it then became a central 
theme in all his later works (Gibson, 1966, 1979), 

The past decade of research has shown stunning examples of the rela
tion between perception and action. For example, based on visual informa
tion adjustments in grasping and hitting continue to be made in the last 100 
msec before contact with a ball (Bootsma &. van W)erlnget. 1990; Savels
berg. Whiting, &: Bootsma, 1992; see also Watts &. Bahill, 1990). There 
have a lso been examples of perceptual abili ties exquisitely yoked to re
qui rements d ictated by moving through the cnvironrncol (Cutting et aI., 
1992). and perceptual jud~nls seemingly dictated by rules and physics 
of motor production (Viviani &: Stucchi, 1992). 

'The ooupling of certain aspects of visual perception and action is oom
pelling. This marriage is oonsummatoo in exploration.. which the ecologi
cal approach takes as its paradigm case. We perceive trungs of interest; 
we then move our heads and eycs, which changes the inIonnation avail
able to us; wc then often approach objects, bringing us new information; we 
then frequently grasp objects and turn them, which brings yet more infor
mation; and so forth. This is a perception-action cycle of s reat persua
siveness (NeiSSCl', 1976). Each act is performed uniquely according to the 
situation, and the flow and sequence of perception is guided uniquely by 
these acts. 

Divorcing perception and action 
Nonetheless, to focus exclusively on where there is a tight relation be

tween pet'tePtion and action is to lose sight of many perceptual and cogni
tive abilities researchers ought to study. Outslde the case of c)(ploration 
perception-action couplings may be few, and there is qu ite a lo t in the 
~serious business" of perception (Gibson, 1971. p. 31) which is not e)(piO
ration. 

listening and reading. for example, are two perceptual skills with lit
tle if any need for o vert action. This is true despite the fact that arguably 
the closest linkage between perception and motor control mig ht be said to 
occur in them. Speech perceptio n, in particular, is domain with many 
variants of motor throries of perception (e.g., liberman &: Mattingly, 
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1985). Nonetheless, one can learn and understand speech, and even read, 
without the ability to talk (Lenneberg. 1962). 

Moreover, the ability to read print need not entail OilY action. Al
though the alternations of saccades and fixations during reading look like 
a perception/action coupling.. it is clear that, if the necessity of :saa:ades 
is removed by rapidly presenting strings of .... ords in succession at the same 
place on a computer display, then reading becomes even faster. These sac
cadic acts may make normal reading possible, but they are basically only 
a ITIC(hanical convenience; reading is better, faster, and more engrossing 
when saocades are not needed.2 

Moreover, the lack of perception-action roupling is not confined to lan
guage sources. For example, olfactory stimulation depends on breathing 
and sniffing (Halpern, 1983), but the act of sniffing is relatively stereo
typic and does not differentiate what will be smelled. Similarly, a l
though the taste of liquids is modulated by sips to keep adaptation from 
occurring. sips are essentially alike yet the tastes of the liquids different. 
In both modalities action makes perceptions occur, but the actions are not 
linked to specific perceptions they are only linked to perceiving of any 
kind. Such a linkage is not particularly compelling. 

Perhaps the most important nonvisual arena for discussion of pen:ep
tion and action occurs with "active touch" (Gibson, 1962), la ter called 
haptic exploration (Gibson, 1%6). Gibson (1962) reported that active ex
ploration of various cookie-cutter shapes yielded identification results 
superior to passive exploration (having someone else IOOve your hand over 
the objects). Indeed, this study has been cited as among the twenty most 
important experiments in the history of science (Harre, 1981). However, 
the superiority of active over passive touch has not universally been 
found (see AppellI.', 1991); indeed, it may not e.>;ist when proper controls 
are included. 

What should be clear, then, is that perception and action sometimes 
come together in exquisite ways. However, outside the domain of overt 
exploration the two do not seem to be as closely linked as Gibson would 
have us believe. Moreover, to study perception in the absence of action is 
by no means an empty pursuit And to study perception exclusively in the 
context of action runs the risk of missing important aspects of sensol)' qual
ities (e.g ., color, tone, taste, odor, temperature, pain), whose discussion 
has dominated the h istory of pen:eption. 

2 The techniq"" ;soften ealli>d RSVP (rapid.....uJ visuoJ pn$('Rtation). Wh .... one presents 
a su~on of a $mall ~ of .... ords in a story at r,""tion sudt that sa«.ad"", are not 
ne«led, and gi~'" the ",a<kT rontrol o\"er th~ , .. te of preentation. that ruder c;m (without 
practi"") read faster than he Qr sh~ does normally (Mkhae1 Kubovy, ""f"$ona! 
communication; see also Pottel", Kroo,'" Hams, 1979). 
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ADEQUACY AND NUMBER OF INFORMATION SOURCES: 
SPECIFICATION AND INVARIANTS 

Gibson's notion of infonnation was new; it was not Shannon and 
Weaver's (1949) measured in bits, and it had no relation to the number of 
alternative possibilities implied by the existence of an obje<t (Garner, 
1962; see also Cutting. 1986b, 1991cl. Gibson's information is in/ormation 
abQut objects and events (Gibson, 1966). and in vision it is typically mea
sured in the geometry of projections in the optical array. 

Throughout his later ca reer Gibson worked with the idea that infor
mation specified what was to be perceived. Information, according to Gib
son, doesn't typically lie; all a perceiver oecd do for accurate perception 
is attend to a pertinent object or event, and pick up the appropriate infor
mation available in the optical array. This logical gambi t was an impor
tant counter to Plato, Aristotle, and most subsequent thinkers. Contrary to 
centuries of thought, Gibson felt the perceptual senses could be trusted and 
relied upon. The traditional argument in philosophy-the argumtmt from 
illusion (if the scnses can be deceived, how do we know they do not al
ways deceive us?).-was considered desperately wrong by Gibson. In its 
place he p resented a new biological pragmatism-what I call the argu
mellt from ero/lltwn (if the senses were deceived too frequently, we would 
have surely become extinct long ago). 

The trustworthiness of perception for Gibson is built upon information 
available to the perceiver. Since the typical variables of sensation and 
psychophysics yielded results that were not sufficiently trustworthy, 
higher-order variables were then thought to be the carriers of informa
tion. These higher-order variables were first gradients (Gibson, 1950), 
then invariants (e.g. , Gibson, 1%1). and later even comple)(es of invari
ants (Gibson, 1979). Gradients are unidimensional measures (or maps; Cut
ting. 1984; Stevens, 1984) taken on projecti~ns of Objects or !e)(tures lying on 
a surface which reneet the change in their orientation with respect to a 
par ticular viewpoint; invariants are measures taken on optical projections 
of Objects which do not change with viewpoint: invariant comple.>:;es may 
often turn out to be affordances.. 

Specifiers: Many or One? 
When information is a specifier of an object or event, that information 

is said to predict (more or less) completely what ought to be perceived by 
an alert and attention-paying perceiver. But as Gibson passed from being 
a gloool psychophysidst interested in geometric projections of the world's 
surfaces (Gibson, 195Oc, 1954a, 1959) to an ecological psychologist inter
ested in the p roperties in ecological optics (Gibson, 1%1 , 1966, 1970), 
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there was a systematic change in his outlook on the nature of infonnation. 
Specification remained, but an earlie r pluralism gave way to monism. 

Gibson as a global psychophysicist felt the information in the world 
was rich and it multiply specified what to be perceived . For example: 

TIte ipsychophysical) hypothesis does not assert that there is only 0,,", 
variable of the energy flux with which a given phenomenal variable is 
in correspondence. Two or more variables of stimulation can yield the 
same quality of experience (Gibson, 1959, p. 466) 

Under optimal conditions of illumination there is generally more than 
enough information for perception---iI is redundmt (Gibson, 19603, p. 
30). 

Gibson as an ecological psychologist appeared to give up on this idea and 
promote a theory of perreption in which there was only one source of in
formation, typically a "higher--order" source, which specified each ob
ject.. event, or property thereof. For example: 

The specific hypothesis is that the invariant component in a transfor
mation carries information about an object and that the variant com
p'ment carries other information entirely, for example, about the rela
tion of the perceiver to the object (Gibson, 1965, p. (8). 

Note the articles and implied singularity throughout. Indeed, thoS(' fol
lowing the ecological approach have generally embraced these singulari
ties, or one-to-one mappings; one source of information is said to specify 
each object or event that is to be perceived (e.g., Burton & Turvey, 1990; 
Stoffregen, 1990). 

The major problem with the notion of one-to-one mappings between in
formation and object / event properties is that information appears to be 
richer than the later Gibson would have us believe. Indeed, there are 
even cases where more than one invariant can be shown to exist- for a 
moving plane, the cross ratio of fou r coplanar parallel lines and the 
yoked velocities in optical flow-and yet an observer can be shown to uS(' 
the fonner when a stimulus ro tates and the latter when it translates 
(Cutting. 1986b). 

Moreover, even where invariants may not exist, other simultaneously 
existing sources may convey differing information. In the case of texture 
gradients, for example, the relative size gradient and the density gradi
ent of texture elements seem to be good sources of information about surface 
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planarity but root of curvature, yet a oompression (or foreshortening) gra
dient in the same stimulus is a good source of information about surface 
curvature but not of planarity (Cutting & Millard, 1984). Thus, info rma
tion- whether invariant or otherwise-is overly rich and available for 
ob:;crvcrs to usc at ... ;!.rious times and occasions for various t::I.SK5. 

In summary, the safest conclusion concerning specification is that in
formation may, or it may not , specify what is to be perceived (Cutting, 
199101, 1991d. The specifying power of information depends entirely on 
the circumstances under which perception lakes place. If the presentation 
of objects is degraded by the psychologist or by nature (as in extreme day
time haziness or in any nighttime viewing). measurable information may 
indeed not specify what is to be seen and cognition may have a heavy 
hand in perception; if object presentation is not degraded, then cognition 
may have little rule, but the observer must thro combine or select various 
sources of information prudent to til<' situation (Cutting, 1986b). But what 
is the role of invariants? 

Can invariants account fOI perception? 
The notion that perception is guided by inva.ria.nts is not T\f'w. Th(' idea 

that a mathematical group of displarements reveals the invariant struc
ture of what has been displaced can be found in Helmholtz (1878, p. 384), 
Poincare (1905), Cassirer (1944), and more recently in Palmer (1991) and 
Ley ton (992). But these earlier and la ter works focus on the displace
ments (or transformations) rather than on the invariants themselves. Gib
son's contribution was his focus on invariants as they are re vealed by 
transformations. 

There have been several critiques of the concept of invariant ;liS bor
rowed from mathematics and used by Gibson (e.g., Ullman, 1980; Cutting, 
1986b). When brutcd about too loosely, invariants lose power and mean
ing-such as when Gibson (1979, p. 271) wrote of the ";tlvarit2ll/ cat," 
which is apparently the higher-ordcr information which specifics a cat. 
Given the potential of such broad emptiness it seems safest, then, to try to 
stay as close to the mathematical origins of the term as is possible, and 
when possible look to projective geometry for help (Cutting, 1986b). 
Within this stringency, however, invariants then appear to become too 
few to guide peJC,eption. 

My own view of the global effectiveness of invariants in their ability 
to account for perception has changed markedly. After spending the better 
part of 15 years in their active search, my view is that invariants fur per
ception exist, but they are atypical perceptual information. 

I have found effective invariants for the perception of human gait 
(Cutting, Proffitt, &: Kozlowski, 1977; Cutting. 197&); for the perception 
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of relative smoothness of rolling wheels (Proffitt, CUlting. &: Stier, 1979; 
Cutting &: Proffitt, 1982); for the perception of appropriate aging in a hu
man facc (Cutting. 1978b; see a lso Pittenger &: Shaw, 1975); fOT thc per
ception of o ne's d irection of ncading during locomotion (Cutting ct at, 
1992); for Ihc perception o f rigid planarity (Cutting. 1986b); and I have 
a lso discussed sc~ra l other invariants fouod by others (Cutting. 1986a).3 

But thc !;CaTch fur useful invitrianl:> has ~n hard work and, after 
qui te a long period of time, thc ground that has been worked appears not 
overly fertile. It seems likely that Ihe number of uscful invariants iso
lated since Gibson first espoused them (Gibson, 1950, p. 153n) probably 
number less than two or three dozen. Thus, although invariants worth the 
mathematical name do exist for perceptual systems to use, Ihc slow pace 
at which they have been uncovered suggests that invariants might be 
relatively rare. Moreover, they are surely too few for perception to oper
ate by invariants alone. 

In summary, then. there is great utility in Gibson's concepts of informa
tion and specificati on for perceptual psychology. Nonetheless, the no
tions of one-to-one mappings and of invariants may not be a part of the 
same long-lived theoretical armamenblrium. The search for invariants 
has been sufficiently fruitful to warrant continued interest in them.:' but 
the results of this search also warrant skepticism about thei r overall 
uti lity. 

PAPER, PICTURES, AND REA LITY 

Humankind's most deeply troubling invention is the flat sheet of papet' 
(or, more adequatl! ly, its predC«'SSOrs). From the perspective of the ec0-

logical approach, the affordanccs of palX'" arc legion. As I once suggl!Sted: 

A piC«' of paper affords equally writ ing Sibbmsh and sonnets; it af
fords writing a $hopping list OT a note Ie a colleague; it affords mUing a 
map; it affords writing nothing upon; it affords wadding up and throw
Ing away; il affords ",",king papet' airpLa1WS; it affords shroddins- <::ul · 
ting into pieces. • .; il quit<:' simply affordl all I~ possible things I an do 
with il. My behavior is virtually unconSlrain<.'d by its affordanres. To be 
sure, it does 1\01: afford flying to Baghdad upon.. bul the exdu$ion of a 

3 MOI'~ rt'l':fflUy, Niall ....:I M,KT\alN01a (198'9. 1990; NialL 1992) hn-e documm t«l the 
r~ nonUSol! of \'anous ltIV'<>ri.lnts from projolctI,~ g~. 

'J"h4, ~ of Inv~rianlS M ~ SO populM In ~I\l 20th «'f\tury visu.ll ~ Ih.ot it 
now ~~ p<:IMible Ie .... \~a ~ book on Inv....w.ts fOl' m.KhiM\'ision \>.utly I\\~tlonin, 
Gibson's wori< 01' n;wne (MW>dy Ie 7;- <man. 199'2). 
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large domain of behaviol1l does not diminish the fact that an infmity 
remain (Culting. 1982, p. 216). 

For the theoretical study of perception, the most problematic aspect of 
paper is that marks can be made on it; these "fundamental graphic acts" 
(Gibson, 1979) create pictures. The problem is that although pictures lie 
flat on the sheet of paper and thus are two-dimensional. through the in
creasing craft of the a rtist they can be made 10 look like a th ree-dimen
sional world. 

Most of the history of perceptual psychology has been devoted, adver
tently or oot, to the study of static pictures presented in tachistoscopes, on 
sheets of paper, or on oomputer screens. For those who follow the ecologi
cal approach stich pictures remain interesting (e.g., Rosenblum, Saldana, 
& Carello, 1993) but their perception is thought overwhelmingly nonrep
resentative of our perceptions everyday. Pictures are interesting precisely 
because they are perceived differently than the everyday objects around 
us which we evolved to sec (Gibson, 1979). 

Gibson was continually interested in pictures throughout his career. 
Moreover, he had at least three different theories of picture perception 
(Gibson, 1954b vs Gibson, 1960b vs Gibson 1971a, 1978). The first embraced 
the idea of "fidelity" and, in more modern terms, would effectively try to 
measure the differences pixel-rcgion-by-oorresponding-optical-array-re
gion between ~n image and the real ity to which it corresponded. This 
idea has merit, but fails in the face of caricature and nonrepresentational 
art. The second theory kept the idea of fidelity, but concentrated on edges 
and contrast rather than on intensities. The original problems remained. 
The third embraced "formless" invariants of structure in attempt to ac
count for pictures with and wi thout fidelity. 

Restrictions on pictorial invariants 
Unfortunately, with respect to this last theory of Gibson's, it is diffi

cult to fi nd invariants in a medium where there can be no transfonnations. 
Gibson (1978, p. 228) acknowledged this problem but pressed on. Moreover, 
he claimed invariants in pictures were "weaker" but were everywhere, 
specifying everything seen, with no contribution of the perceiver to be 
made in act of perception except information pickup: 

I have arguoo that a Rorschach blot is a picture of sorts containing R)t 

only bleeding hearts and dancing be"n but dozens of other events. It is 
different from a regular picture in that the invarianb are aU mixed up 
together and are mutually discrepant. instead of being mutually con
sistent or redundant (Gibson, 1978, p. 232). 
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All this seems unlikely; it is Gibson speaking with his ~strangc author
ity" (Restle, 1980, p. 291). However, there is at least one construal of no
tion of invariants which is appropriate to pictures. 

Consider the case of a picture of ill textured surface. Texture is composed 
of texture clements and, by defmition. each texture element is more or less 
the same in shape. size, coloration, and so forth. If ¥.'e consider the aggre
gation of texture elements on a surface to be identical to one another, but 
transfonned by displacement and rotation through space while adhering 
to the surface, then each texture token represents a different view of the 
same texture type. These displacements and rotations form a group, and 
the invariant slru<:ture of the single textu re is revealed; moving logically 
in the reverse direction, the transformations of the single texture then re
veal the shape of the surface. The problem fo r the notion of pictorial in
variants, however, is that other than texture and similar repeating cJe
ments in pictures, the term would seem to be an oxymoron. 

Direct and indirect perception 
I claim that G ibson's theories of picture pcrreption wert' a driving for<:e 

behind his broader theories. For example, Gibson discussed his concept of 
direct pcn:cption in the mnted of picture perception (Gibson, 1954b), long 
before he d iscussed it in the contelCt of everyday perception (Gibson , 1972, 
1973). 

Much has been wri tten about direct perception (Cutting. 1986b; 
Michaels & Carello, 1981; Ullman, 1979), perhaps too much (Hochberg, 
1990), SO only a capsule summary will be given here. Gibson's earliest the
ory of picture perception (Gibson, 1954b, p. 3) began with a discussion of 
"experiencing a t first hand" (observing the world) and "eICperiendng at 
second hand" (looking at pictures). 11te first was called direct; the second 
indirect. The more faithful the pictu re could be made to real ity, the 
closer the two became. Thus, the more the picture looked like a real seg
ment of the environment the more direct was its perception. Such a state
ment implies a continuum between the two types of perception. 

Gibson (196Ob) later gave up on "first- and second-handcdn<'SS" and on 
the idea of a continuum between pictures and reality, but he always main
ta ined that pictures were perreived indi rectly, reality directly: " Direct 
pcr<:eplion is what one gets from seeing Niagara Falls, say, as distin
guished from seeing a picture of it" (Gibson, 1979, p. 147). Indirect percep
tion was mtdillltd by devices (like cameras and telescopes); direct per
reption was not «('Ven by glasses). Such a distinction creates confusion and 
Gibson's followers have debated whether picture perception should be 
considered di rect or indirect (Michaels & Carello, 1981). 
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But as the tenn direct perception became applied to the perception of 
the natural environment it came to imply other meanings and created fur
ther confusion. Pari of the problem wi th the usc of the term direct percep
tion is that Gibson borrowed it ITom the philosophy of perception without 
aCknowledging its rich 250-year history. Instead, he ci ted only onc source 
(Austin, 1962). Cutting (I986b) detailed eight d ifferent, older meanings of 
the term, each with a long hiStory. On top of this melange, Gibson created 
a new meaning: Dinet perception occurred when perceptual information 
was adequate and specified what could be perceived, which I have dis
cussed earlier. 

For my part, Gibson's last theory of picture perception is, 10 use one of 
his own favorite expressions, a muddle. He resisted the discussion and usc 
of pictorial cues in perception, which are useful, many, and could even be 
said to have the power to "specify" what can be perceived; he was later 
wedded to one-to-one mappings between information and objects seen, em
bracing Singular invariants and further negating the manifold of cues; and 
he pressed for the theoretical use of invariants in a medium that allowed 
no change. From his early theories of picture perception he then foisted 
u]Xln us a tenn of deep confusion and ]Xllysemy, direct perception. 

Pictun' perception is thus a central part of the ecological approach. but 
also probably its most flawed and has proven least fruitful. Since some 
central concepts of the ecological approach seem to work least well in the 
domain of pictures and since some of its more general concepts originated 
in the pictorial domain, one could legitimately wonder about the in
tegrity of the whole enterprise. 

CONCLUSION 

That now obvious rite of passage from global psychophysicist to ec0-

logical psychologist produced Gibson's metatheory, a system for appreci
ating and for thinking about the problems of perception. As a metatheory 
it has been extremely frui tful when' it has been applied, but this frui t
fulness cannot hide the incongruities and inconsistencies that remain. We 
have an appreciation for the role of evolution in shaping our perceptual 
capacities; we now have a small set of invariants and another duster of 
affordances both of which seem sensible and rigorously studied; we can 
appreciate that perception and action often go together, often elegantly 
in the context of games or of exploration; and we do distinguish between 
reality and pictures of reality. However, we do not know how to under
stand and intermix tht' biological and cultural ecologies which underlie 
perception; we do not yet know where the study of affordanccs will lead 
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us; we still have not recognized the costs of studying perception solely in 
the context of action and exploration; and we need to assess the full util
ity of perceptual information and the role that invariants, gradients, and 
other sources of information play. 
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DISCUSSION 

Sergio C. Masin (Department of General Psychology, University of 
Padua, Padua, Italy): According to Cutting's fine analysis, J. J. Gibson's 
ecological approach shows "incongruities and inconsistencies," and one 
oould even "legitimately wonder about the integrity of the whole [Gibson) 
enterprise" (p. 248).5 Cutting's analysis provides the opportunity to ex
amine the possible reasons for the decline of a modem perceptual ~meta
theory." Although there may be particular reasons why theories or 
metatheories are destined to fail, it is possible that Gibson's approach 
shares some CQmmon fundamental problem with other past theories or 
metatheories. I think it would be most interesting and important if some 
of these problems were elucidated here. To contribute to this discussion I 
offer my own opinion on this matter. 

I think that the basic reason for the decline of Gibson's metatheory is 
his implicit adoption of the naive-realist view of reality. This view is 
best illustrated in Gibson's notion of the "optical array," this being the 
"spherical projection of light to a jXlint." Using Cutting's words, according 
to Gibson '1ight coming from any local region of the optical array comes 
from a single object at a single depth value" (p. 233) and " ... most ob;xts 

5 Undoubtedly, Gibo;on gr .... tly corotribu~d 10 the advanoom ..... t of perceptu.>l ~ For 
eurnpl .. , he d ....... loped the important notion of "invariant.· which is cenlTai In his ap
proach. However, Gibson·. approach. """"'" weak also on this point Cutting concludes that 
""The search tor invariants ha< been suffici ..... t1y fruil1ul to warrant continued inter.,.t in 
them, but the results of this search atso warrant skepticism about the:ir ov.".all utility" (p. 
245). Thi$ conclusion i. par ticularly impo<tanl because il comes from an eXp"rt perceptual 
sdentist who devoted Mille betu.r part of 15 yeaIS'" 10 this .. arch. 
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are opaque and because /ighl travels in straight lilies, ncarer objects often 
interpose themselves between the observer and the rcncctoo light from 
farther objects. The layout of surfaces in the optical array then shows 
abrupt discontinuities where the edge of a nearer object ends and the rc
~ak:d ij.urfa..:e of the (deliit'!" W;"'-":t bI.'gi n~- (p. 233) (emphasts added). 

There arc three possibili ties: in these statements -light" means 0) 
something that we see (2) something fictitious (3) the well-known physi
cal concept Possibility I is false because we do not see light traveling Nin 
straight lines." Gibson was too fiTIC 3n observer to believe \hal this possi
bility was true. Possibility 2 means thai "light" is something imagined 
and without any physical effect. Gibson cannot have meant this bccause 
he believed thai objects may stop light reflected by other objects. Then, it 
remains that Gibson used -light- in the usual physical sense. But this us
age in the ;lbove statements implies the belief that seen objects reflect or 
emit photons. This belief reveals tMt Gibson implidtly adopted the 
n;livE!-"-realist view of re;llily. There ;Ire ;It least six logical arguments 
shOwing that seen objects do not reflect or emit photons (see p. 53, this 
volume). Therefore, the naivE!-"-realist view is wrong. 

In my opinion, the n .. ive-realist view of reality should be b.lnncd fT()m 
perceptual scienCe both because it is wrong and because it has the detri
mental effect of diverting the attention of perceptual rese;lrchers from 
the basic objective of their science. In fact, by considering seen objects as 
entities that reflect light, these objects tend 10 be (wrongly) considered as 
entities pertaining to the physical domain and therefore with no need of 
an explanation on the part of the perceptual scientist. To reiterate, al
though often governed by physical laws, seen objects do not pertain to the 
physical domain because in no case do they comprise elementary particles 
or reflect or emit photons. Thus, contrary to what is implied by the nai VE!-"
realist view, explaining why and in which conditions seen ob;ects occur is 
a fundamental objective of perceptual science. I think thit ;I theory or 
metatheory that diSIT;lcts from this ob;ective is doomed to failure. 

Cu.tting: Let me make two points in response. First,. and more quickly, 
my analysis questions tnc coherence of Gibson's metatheory but it docs not 
question its fruitfulness for psychology. Indeed, I believe coherence is of
ten overemphasized as a design feature of theories: many physidsts 
doubt the coherence of quantum electrodynamics and many biologists 
doubt the coherence of nonsalta tionist theories of evolution. Nonetheless, 
tnc fOfJTl(!f remains a fruitful basis of prediction for certain microphysical 
phenomena and the latter a fruitful framework for u.nderstanding most of 
the diversity in life. In a roughly similar vein Gibson's ecological ap
proach has been fruitful, not only becausc of an emphasis on invariants 
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(which Masin acknowledges), but more broadly because of its general em
phasis on the study of everyday phenomena and their importance to per
ception, on the global sources of information ..... hich specify objects and 
events which populate everyday perception, a nd on its n!'jection of tradi
tional approaches to perception based on sensation. MoIl.'OVCf", it is not at 
all clear, as in implied by Masin, that Gibson's metatheory is in decline. 
Indeed, Hochberg (1990) even describes it as a majority view. 

Second, and in much more detail, let me address the important issue of 
Gibson and naive realism. Russell (1940, p. 14) defined nai ve realism as 
"the doctrine that things are what they seem;" Kohler (1938, p. 405) de
fined it as " the identification of percepts with physical things,H Both of 
these definitions seem consistent with Masin's u sage. As I understand his 
argument. Masin's rejection of naive realism is similar to Russell's (1940, 
p. 15); "Naive realism leads to physics, ;md physics, if true, shows that 
nah"e realism is false. Therefore na ive realism, if true, is false; therefore 
it is false:' 

Naive realism is usually contrasted with critical realism (or indirect 
realism), in which care is taken to d issociate the phenomenal world from 
the physical world. It is often said that in the commerce of negotiating 
everyday life even the most skeptical scientist is a naive realist-i t is 
most practical to be so-bul that in his or her rC'S('arch he or she must be a 
critical (indirect) realist. I assume Masin (the scientist) is a critical real
ist and wou ld argue that the "basic objcctivc~ of perceptual science is that 
of traditional psychophysics: We must observe the mappings between the 
phenomenal and physical worlds. Before Gibson. this was the prototypic 
epistemological position for a perceptual psychologist. 

Gibson tried to forge something new, and with Illi;.:ed success. Gibson's 
relationship with naive realism was complex, and is perhaps best cap
tured by Henle (1974), some of whosc arguments I will follow. As an intro
duction, however, let me say tha t Masin is partly right Gibson embraced 
certain aspects of naive realism (Gibson, 1967b), but he also rejected other 
aspects of it (Gibson, 197Ib). 

Gibson also rejected critical realism, and the error of "conc::luding that 
we can know nothing but our perceptions ... Once having made this argu
ment, a theorist is trapped in a circle of sub;cctivism and is d iverted in to 
futil e speculations about private world s" (Gibson, 1959, pp. 462-463n). In
stead, Gibson embraced 

11'"0'1'1$ of 'priv~ in pl'iception. All ob5CT\"enI can obtain exactly tlK' 
same inforrNItion about a tree if they all walk MOund it .nd get the 
same perspoctiV(S. Each obsc>rve... gets II $(Imewhat different $CC oi per· 
spedin'S of his own hands than any other o~r getS, although 
thllre is much in common. But the perspective of one's own nose is 
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obviously uniq~ and no one else can ever sec it from that particular 
point of view ... The tree, the hand, the nose, a"" inc ... asingly private 
(Gibson, 1967b, p. 171). 

Thus, Gibs<Jn maintained that most of perceived world around us is objec
tive and that conspedfic perceivers can generally share percepts about 
that world. But Gibson was not as "naive" a realist as one might think. 
For example, 

One might conceive that the stimulus fur molion is simply motion. But 
this would be a serious misconception ... The displacement of a body in 
space is mapped "ot as a displacement of a figure in an empty visual 
field, but as a figurallransformalion (Gibson, 1966, p. 2(3). 

Thus, pheIlOmenai objects and events can be said to be less closely identi
fied with physical objeCts and events than they are with the information 
about thos(o objects and events, and information about their transforma
tions. Such information supports perception, and occasionally it can lie 
about the true states of physical affairs (Gibson, 1979). But information 
does not typically lie; instead, it much more typically specifies what 
should be perceived. Information is generally trustworthy, and thus jX'r
ception is generally trustworthy. 

In keeping with his analyses from the everyday meanings of words, 
Gibson both embraced, and tried to escape from, naive realism. His ap
proach was to use the following linguistic duality: We perceive objects 
and events. in the physical world around us, but our perceptual systems 
pick up information about the world in the form of invariants, gradients, 
and other higher-(lrder variables. 

In this manner, and going beyond Henle (1974), one might say that Gib
son was a naive realist when talking about the facts of perception, but a 
critical realist when talking about the basis of perception. Such a stance 
attempts to preserve the adequacy of everyday language when discussing 
perception. but also attempts to preserve the scientific enterprise in de
tennining its basis. Gibson (1 972, 1979) called this position direct reo/ism, 
in contrast to both naive realism and critical realism. It tries to avoid the 
patent errors of naive realism, so clearly noted by Masin, and also the en
capsulating subjectivism of critical realism. It remains a duality, but it is 
not a Cartesian duality; it is a duality of discourse. Percepts, objects, and 
events on the one hand, and information and its pick up on the other, are 
all objective, but objective al different levels. 

In pladng Gibson within the fold of naive realism, Masin provided a 
short analysis of the psychology of light. As possible meanings inherent 
in Gibson, Masin correctly rejects the ideas that we "seeN light (we don' t, 
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we see ob~ts and events) or that light is "something imagined and with
out a ny physical effect" (p. 250). By method of residues, Masin than cor
rectly assumes that Gibson used the concept of light in the standard phys
ical sense. But Masin tMn argues Ihallhis stance Nimplies the belief thai 
seen objects reflect or emil photonS- (p. 250). Such a statement is a Ry1ean 
category error. it mixes levels of analysis which Gibson worked !\ard to 
separate. 

Photons a rc no more (or less) real than objects and events; they simply 
exist at a d ifferent level of reality. MOroover, psychologists need not try 
to understand physical objects in terms of photons any mol'(' than metcre
ologists need try to understand thunderstorms in terms of ci('Ctrons, or 
economists need to undetSland monetary cxdIange in t~s of the chooUcaJ 
composition o f coins and paper, despite the fact that all arc equally 
"real. ~ Seen objects arc things we perceive, and exist at one level of dis
course with an adequate language to de50ibe them; photons ate part of 
the metaphysical substructure of reality which physics tells us is suffi
ciently convenient for understanding matter, and exist at a completely 
different level. 

Thus, Gibson would claim that the pcTceptual psychologist's task is 
not that of traditional psychophysics. II is not to discern the conespon
denccs between physical dimensions and psychological dimensions 
(which are traditionally almost always dimensions of sensation). This 
approach is wrong according to Gibson because pen:,eption is not based on 
sensation. Instead, the perceptual psychologist's task is to understand and 
to measure the nature of the information in the world which supports per
ception. 

This approach to perception entails two stages in perceptual research, 
although they are not a lways equally acknowledged by the followers of 
Gibson. One must first isolate candidate sources of information which 
lawfully correspond to a givcn object or event (always acknowledged in 
the ecological approach); one must then adequarely d('monstra te that 
this candidate information is used in perception (sometimes omitted from 
researchers based on the crological approach). 1he latt(!T is n~ry be
cause, as I noted in this chapter, it is not dear that more than one source of 
information may ('Kist for a gi ven obj('ct and eV('J\t and that information 
usc may be context sensitive. Moreover and more simply, perceptual in
formation is not information unless it is used by pcTccivers in at least one 
demonstrab\(' context. 

Masin: I feci T have to repond to Cutting on tv.-o points. 1be first is that 
I did not mix le vels o f analysis-"a Rylcan category error.W Cutting 
attributes an error to me that I impute to Gibson. It is Gibson who mixed 
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levels of analysis, not me. The second minor point concerns Cutting's arbi· 
trary assumption that I am a critical realist. The perceptual approach 
that I present in this volume rejects all the above mentioned kiods of rea l
ism. 

Cutting: Ah! One must be carel'ul with any modificationS of realism. 
Espousing realism in the study of perception allows the scientist and 
philosopher commerce with discussions of, and connections 10, biology. It 
also allows the fonnulatio n of an understanding of perceptual solutions to 
tasks performed in a biologically relevant context. The morc the fonn of 
one's realism is modified, the more ooe's discussion of perception beromes 
removed from both biology and from everyday life. 
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